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Special Report - Midstream MLPs: The Strength of the Business Model in a Volatile Oil Market 

Following what has been a very difficult eighteen months in the US energy sector, the last several weeks have 

been an especially arduous period with financial-crisis like volatility not seen since 2008.   Investor anxiety has 

surged on inflammatory reports regarding midstream energy partnerships, much of which is misinformation or 

myth.  This in turn has driven already extreme negative sentiment even further.  Unfortunately exacerbating an 

already fragile situation is the financial media’s seeming need to fixate on the daily spot price of West Texas crude 

oil.  Modest positive pricing on any given day is immediately reflected in surging energy stock prices while an 

opposite move the next day sends tremors through those very same stocks and MLP units.  The volatility imparted 

by this daily fixation has now permeated the broader market: both stocks and bonds.  This makes little sense, but 

in the short term, market movements in times of extreme pessimism also make little sense.  

Currently, the stock and corporate debt markets are themselves challenged and it is true they present a headwind 

for MLPs who must regularly access these markets for organic funding needs.   In December, Kinder Morgan (KMI) 

- the grand-daddy of the midstream space and a bellwether stock - sent shockwaves through the MLP sector by 

cutting its dividend and migrating to a self-funding business model.  Is this the new normal? We believe not.   

Notwithstanding, midstream MLPs are in the midst of re-assessing near term strategies: finding alternative ways 

to fund their critical capex projects while keeping  their balance sheets whole and their expected cash flows intact 

to meet investors’  expectations.   As to their future distributions, while weaker less advantageously positioned, 

midstreams could invoke dividend cuts, we believe it will be the exception rather than the rule since mid-stream 

pipelines are the lifelines from the upstream producers to the downstream consumers.    

At this writing, managements are diligently working through the process of finding creative ways to meet their 

funding needs.  These include strategic re-thinking - ranging from prioritizing capex projects to selling assets, 

raising capital via preferred stock and even accessing private equity funding.  In the meantime, we anticipate that 

upcoming earnings season announcements and forward guidance will shed much needed light on MLP 

management team nimbleness and will help reinforce that MLP business fundamentals remain relatively strong.    

While this information discovery should mitigate the current market insanity surrounding this sector, only time 

will tell.    

In the meantime however, we direct your attention to a very recent commentary authored by OFI Steelpath’s 

Brian Watson, Director of Research and Senior Portfolio Manager.  We hope you find his insight valuable during 

this period of extreme negative sentiment.                    


